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Abstract
With the increase of uncertain elements in power systems and extensive deploy-
ment of online monitoring devices, it is necessary to search a more real-time and
robust voltage stability assessmentmethod. This study,using PMUmonitoring da-
ta, exploresanoveldata-drivenapproach for long-termvoltagestabilityassessment
based on variational autoencoder (VAE). Our method is capable of extracting the
most representative features by an unsupervised data mining method in a proba-
bilistic learning way. Different from most of familiar feature extraction methods,
it regularizes latent features in an expected stochastic distribution. Furthermore, a
statistical indicatorbysampling latent featuresaftervariance reduction isproposed
to assess long-term voltage stability. Our approach is tested in various simulated
powersystemswithdifferent loadincrementmodels. Othercasesshowtheaccuracy
andspeedofourapproach forestimating voltagecollapsepoint. These testingcases
successfully demonstrate the accuracy and effectiveness of our approach.
Keywords: VoltageStability,VariationalAutoencoder,UnsupervisedFeature
Learning,PMUMonitoringData
1. Introduction
Power system voltage stability has always been an important scientific topic,
since lots of accidents caused by voltage collapse, examples including France 1978,
Belgium 1982 and Japan 1987, all brought about huge economic losses. Inrecent
years, higher penetration of sustainable energy and increasing uncertainties of sys-
tem parameters have become new challenges for traditional model-basedapproaches
to be accurately applied [1].
In addition, large amounts of operating data havebeen collected frombroadde-
ployment of online monitoring systems recently, especially the phasor measurement
unit (PMU) with high reporting rate and accuracy. As a kind of strategic resource,
PMU monitoring data encourages the development of applicable dataprocessing
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2technologies in power systems, and provides an opportunity for obtaining more real-
time and precise assessment methods of voltage stability.
The classic Newton-Raphsonmethod to solve power flow equation cannot con-
verge when the operating point is close to voltage collapse point (VCP). So the
continuation power flow (CPFLOW), using a tangent vector to predict and correct
the next operating point, became themost frequently-usedmethod to obtain a P-V
curve. However, this method fails to meet the requirement of computational effi-
ciency, thus isunable to implement in real-time fashion.
In order to realize the online monitoring of voltage stability, many researchers
attempted to investigatenewapproaches in eithermodel-basedordata-drivenway.
L-index proposed by Kessel in [2] and P-index proposed in [3] are effective evaluation
indicators, for their computational convenience and rigorous theoretical basics. The
minimum singular value of power flow jacobian matrix [4], or the maximumsingular
value of inverse jacobianmatrix can also represent the voltage stability level, since
VCP suggests to singularity of jacobian matrix [5]. The´venin equivalent methods,
which havedeveloped rapidly of the decade, simplifies the entire power grid froma
point view of a single node into a the´venin equivalent circuit [6, 7, 8] and estimates
parameters bymeasured data. Besides, in [9], a long-term voltage stabilitymargin
estimationmethod based on artificial neural network (ANN)was proposed, whose
effectiveness and accuracy were demonstrated. But too much time was consumed
in training and overfitting can easily happen. Literature [10] investigated the use
of multi-linear regressionmodels (MLRM) for online voltage stability assessment.
In [11], the ordered singular values of PMU monitoring data matrix were mapped
to the singular values of jacobian matrix through the well-known least square to
indicate voltage stability. In [12], an active learning method to enhance the data
preparationand training processwasstudied. Other approaches based onconvolu-
tional neural network (CNN) [13], random vector functional link [14] and random
forest (RF) were also studied for voltage stability.
By reviewing, there are three main drawbacks: (1) The features or indicators
extracted from PMU monitoring data in most of literatures can only reflect the
voltage level, but are difficult to reveal the load level. For instance, the minimum
singular valueofmonitoringdata changesvery slightlywhen loaddemand isdistant
to VCP even though the load grows greatly. Contrarily, it changes a lot when load
demand is closed to VCP even if only little increment of load occurs. Therefore it
is difficult to effectively characterize the changes of the load level. (2) Partial liter-
atures used simple statistical features ormanual features of monitoring data, such
as mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, eigenvalues and singular values, etc. They
are sensitive to the choices of designers and not sufficiently powerful to capture the
most representative features of system status. (3)Many voltage stability indicators
were extracted fromapriorparametricmodel ofmonitoringdata,whichareusually
based on certain assumptions and simplifications.
Inspired by the above limitations, this paper proposes a data-driven approach
for long-term voltage stability assessment based on variational autoencoder.Our
method processes voltage data collected directly from PMU, and operates without
any information of physical models. As a specific usage of neural network, aotuen-
coder is anunsupervised learning frameworkwhichextracts featuresnaturallyand
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automatically without anymanual labels [15]. Autoencoder has already been suc-
cessfully applied in the field of abnormal detection, image classification and data
denoising [16].
Variational autoencoder (VAE)is akindof enhanced autoencoderbasedonvari-
ational inference,aimingtoextractprobabilistic latent features inanexpectedprob-
ability distribution with parameters to be trained. It can be seen as a numerical so-
lution tovariationalBayesianprobleminthecondition that thecorrelationbetween
latent variables andmodel parameters is too complex to be analytically expressed.
Latent features drawn from VAEare difficult to be observed directly but show sig-
nificant impact for system operation [17]. VAEhas been applied inmany industrial
fields, including abnormal detection [18], computer vision [19] and robotics [20]. A
large number of experiments have demonstrated that the representation ability of
VAEismore powerful thanpreviousmethods and autoencoders [21][22]. Fora P-V
curve, our VAEbasedmethod is capable of drawing an approximation of the latent
loading factor justly by nodal voltagedata.
Main advantages of our approach are listed as follows: (1) As a data-driven
approach, it conductsanalysis requiringnopriorknowledgeofsystemtopology,pa-
rameters and control strategies, etc. This avoids complex system modelling and
calculation [23]. (2) Our method is an unsupervised learning method whichdoes
not require any labels and records. (3) Partial nodal voltagemagnitudes fromPMU
are sufficient for ourmethod, which accords with the fact that PMU is not installed
on allnodes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
problem statement of voltage stability and details of variational autoencoder. Sec-
tion 3, with the aid of a tutorial example, introduces our VAE based method for
voltage stability assessment. Section 4 includes numerous cases, and section 5 is
conclusion.
2. Problem Statement and Variational Autoencoder
2.1. Voltage Stability in Power Systems
TheP-V curve, plottedbythevariationof nodal voltagemagnitudeswith respect
topowerdemandandgenerationoutputs, is themost frequently-usedmethodology
to assess voltage stability [24]. As shown in Fig. 1, by tracing a P-V curve, the
relationship between load and voltagemagnitudes is clearly expressed. Each point
inaP-Vcurveaccordswithanoperationstatethatamenabletopowerflowequation,
whichcanbeexpressedasbelow:
Pi = pi(θ1, ..., θN , V1, ..., VN), i ∈ NPQ ∪ NPV
Qi = qi(θ1, ..., θN , V1, ..., VN ), i ∈ NP Q
(1)
where Pi, Qi, Vi, θi denote the active power, reactive power, voltage magnitude and
voltage angle of node i, respectively. NP Q and NP V denote the set of PQ nodes
and set of PV nodes. pi( ) and qi( ) are nonlinear functions. Besides the power flow
equation, the profile of a P-V curve is also dominated by load changing models.
For a certain grid, different load increment models or directions generate various
P-V curves, and subsequently lead to different stability criterions. Notice that load
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Figure 1: P-V curve and voltage stability margin.
increment model is an assumption, depending on operators or historical data. In
general, loaddemandandgenerator outputs indifferent nodes increase at different
rates. So the incrementmanner canbemodeled as:
Pi =Pi0(1 + λkP i)
Qi =Qi0(1 + λkQi)
Gj =Gj0(1 + λkGj)
(2)
where Pi, Qi denote the active power and reactive power demand for load i, Pi0, Qi0
suggest the load demand of current status. Gj represents the output for generator
j, while Gj0 is the generator output in basic case. kP i, kQi, kGj are multiplicative
factors denoting different increasing rates. λ is the critical loading parameter defin-
ing the variation of load demand and generator outputs on a certain direction.
When load increases, voltage magnitudes will drop down at the same time the
operating point will move close to VCP. The VCP works as a boundary separat-
ing stability and instability domains, and power grid accidents will occur when it
operates below VCP [25]. VCP is defined as the point at the maximum of loading
factor:
V CP = (λmax, V λmax) (3)
where λmax is the maximum of loading factor λ, V λmax is the corresponding voltage
magnitude of node under concern. Power grids are supposed to operate far away
fromVCP to ensure adequatemargin of stable operation
2.2. Data of Voltage Stability
Nodalvoltages, as thesolutionofpower flow,are themost importantvariables in
power systems. With the gradual deployment of PMU, the phases andmagnitudes
ofnodal voltages canbemeasureddirectly andprecisely. But there is alsoaproblem
that it is difficult to install PMU on every node due to the high expense. However,
our method based on VAE, is tolerant for this incomplete data collection. In this
paper, voltagemagnitudes and angles Vin = [V1, V2...Vn, θ1, θ2...θn] sampled byPMU
are analyzed. A split window is used to sample a period of PMU monitoringdata.
For a series of time T , by arranging these vectors Vin in chronological order, a
spatio-temporal data matrix can be obtained X = [V 1 ,V 2 , ...,V T], where V T is the
in in in in
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Figure 2: Autoencoder model.
transpose of the current PMUmonitoring vector.
The reasons why we select voltage measurements of PMU are listed as follows:
(1)AlthoughpowerflowandinjectedpoweraremeasurablebySCADA,theaccuracy
andmeasuring frequency are a lotworse than that of PMU[26]. So the voltage data
collected byPMU ensures the high accuracy of voltage stability analysis. (2) Nodal
voltages are themost basic variables which are sensitive to the change of operating
status in apower system. (3)Nodal voltages are the solutionof power flow. If power
flowcalculation is regarded as a black box, nodal voltages are the outputswhich are
supposedtorepresent theoverall systemstatus.
2.3. Autoencoder
Autoencoder is an unsupervised learning approach which extracts nonlinear fea-
tures automatically. As an auto-associative neural network, it is designed to recon-
struct the input space in the output space after a projection in a low-dimensional
space [27]. Therefore, what should be concerned is the hidden layer instead of the
final outputs. The outputs of middle hidden layer of an autoencoder areregarded
as the feature hypothesized to show important properties of thewhole system [28].
The multi-layer neural networks before z are known as encoder, while networks after
z are named decoder, as shown in Fig. 2. Calculations of every layer in networks
can be writtenas:
y = f (W x + b) (4)
whereW , b, x, y respectively denote the weights matrix, bias vector, input vector
and output vector of a layer. f( ) denotes the activation function.
The encoder is responsible for extracting featureswhile the decoder is in charge
of reconstructing the origin data from hidden feature z [29]. The reconstruction
mean square loss (MSE) is:
Loss = lx− xl
2
(5)
where xdenotes the reconstruction data. As same as simple neural networks, train-
ingof autoencoders still depends on thegradient descentmethod toupdateweights
and bias in every layer iteratively. The latent feature z is low-dimensional and rep-
resentative for the entire data set, provided that the reconstruction loss has already
been reduced properly.
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2.4. Variational Autoencoder
The above mentioned autoencoder has various possible latent features satisfying
the conditionof small reconstruction loss. Inotherwords, low-dimensional feature
z varies randomly with different initializations and hyper parameters, i.e., feature
z will be different if the model is retrained. Therefore, in this paper as a proba-
bilistic learning method, VAE is utilized to learn a probabilistic feature. VAE isan
enhanced autoencoder that formulates variational Bayesian problem as a neural net-
work. In VAE, features are designed to follow an expected probability distribution
with parameters to be tuned, and the encoder is exactly used to output parameters
of the distribution, as shown in Fig. 3. The hidden feature z is a sample from the
expecteddistribution,while thedecoder is responsible for reconstructingoriginda-
ta from z. Hence VAE requires an approach to compare the stochastic distribution
of z with the expected distribution. KL divergence is widely used to measure the
difference between two stochastic distributions, which is:
KL(p||q) = Ep(x) log
p(x)
(6)
q(x)
where p(x) and q(x) are two compared probability density functions.
InBayesianmethod, theconditionaldistributionof theencoderand thedecoder
can be written as a posterior p(z x) and a likelihood p(x z) respectively, while we
denote the expected posterior by h(z x) (Gaussian, Bernoulli distributions, etc.).
Considering p(z x) = p(x, z)/p(x), the KL divergence between p(z x) and h(z x)
canberewrittenas[30]:
KL(p(z|x)||h(z|x)) =Ep(z|x) [logp(z|x)]
−Ep(z|x) [logh(x, z)] + logh(x)
(7)
where logh(x) is the log-likelihood of reconstructed data, logh(x, z) is the joint
probability density, and logh(x) = Ep(z|x)[logh(x z)]. VAE uses an elbo (evidence of
lower bound) loss function whose definition is:
elbo = Ep(z|x) [logh(x, z)] − Ep(z|x) [logp(z|x)] (8)
The divergence is always greater than or equal to zero, implying that maximizing
the elbo shares the same effect as minimizing the KL divergence. By unfolding the
first term of (8), we can obtain:
elbo = Ep(z|x)[logh(x|z)] − KL(p(z|x)||h(z|x)) (9)
It is intractable to calculate the first term of (9) directly. However, h(x z) can be
treated as theprocess of yielding thedistributionof reconstructeddata from latent
feature z, while the expected distribution h(z|x) is regarded as an approximated
posterior distribution of z [31]. The first termEp(z|x)[logh(x|z)] can be estimated by
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Figure 3: VAE process.
cross entropy between the output of the decoder and data:
Ep(z|x)[logh(x|z)] :::−Ep(x|z)logp(x)
=−
—
x勹 logx
i=1
(10)
+ (1 − x勹 )log(1 − x )
i=1
where xi is the ith output of the decoder. Generally, standardGaussian distribution
is reasonable tomodel logh(x z) [30]. Amultivariate Gaussian distribution has two
groups of parameters: mean vector µ(z) and diagonal variance matrix σ2(z). Thus
the encoder is designed to have twoparts of outputs fromone network, as shown in
Fig. 3.
Asforthesecondtermin(10),KLdivergencebetweentwoGaussiandistributions
can be writtenas:
2 1 2 2 2
KL(N (µ, σ )||N (0, 1)) =
2
(−logσ + σ + µ − 1) (11)
What’s more, the training of VAEneeds an advanced optimization. Adam algo-
rithm, a first-order stochastic gradient descent method based on adaptive estimation
of lower-order moments, is well known for its effectiveness recently [32].
3. Unsupervised Learning for Voltage Stability
Now we show how the feature z is used to assess voltage stability. To facilitate
reading, a brief tutorial example is conducted to help us clarify the methodology.
3.1. Feature Learning in Voltage Stability Assessment
As shown in function (1), a vector containing voltage magnitudes and angles
Vin = [V1, V2...Vn, θ1, θ2...θn] is the solution of power flowwith inputting nodal injec-
tive active and reactive power Lin = [P1, P2...Pn, Q1, Q2...Qm]. Since the load vector
Lin is not ordinarily accessible to PMU, for real-time voltage stabilityassessment,
Lin can be regarded as unobserved latent variables inside the voltage vector Vin.
n
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8Figure 4: IEEE 14-bus system, the nodes with PMU
installation are marked by blue circles.
But directly making an approximation for all entries in Lin must lie on the com-
plicated physical model that makes the algorithm very time-consuming, and thus
not real-time sufficiently. However, for voltage stability, there is no requirement to
approximate all load demand, but only to pursue some crucial features that govern
the load changing trends. So the task of our study is searching low-dimensional
features fromvoltagemeasurement,whichcanalsoproperly indicate the latent load
profile.
This problem is a probabilistic approximation issue under the scenario with la-
tent variables. Traditional methods for approximating latent variables mainlyin-
clude expectation-maximization (EM), Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and
Variational Bayesian algorithm [33]. These methods, however, unanimously require
explicit relationship between latent variables and measurement data for iterative
optimization, which is computationally intractable for voltage stability since the
nonlinear power flow equation of power systems is extremely complex. Therefore,
the VAE, a numerical way analogous to variational Bayesian method, is utilized to
extract crucial yet low-dimensional features of voltage stability. VAE shares the
same optimization objective with variational Bayesian approach, while an encoder
andadecoder areused to substitute the complicatedphysicalmodel. Thevaluesex-
tracted throughVAEarenotonly representative featuresof inputtingdata likeother
nonlinear dimension reductionmethods, but also latent variableswhich can regen-
erate the probability distribution of the dataset. Beneath it all, we use a black-box
inferencemethod, the VAE, to extract dominate features in low-dimensional space
in a probabilisticway.
For simplicity, the tutorial example assistant for explanation employs IEEE 14-
bus system, and the nodes with PMU installation are marked by blue circles in
Fig. 4. The detailed structure and hyper parameters of our VAEnetwork are listed
as follows:
(1) Length of features: 2. So there are four parameters (mean and variance of
every feature).
(2) Layersof encoder anddecoder: 3.
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(a) Visualization of feature z (b) Visualization of average of z
Figure 5: visualization of features. The abscissa and ordinate are the two features,
which is [(z1), (z2)] in (a), and [E(z1), E(z2)] in (b). This tutorial example is tested
in IEEE 14-bus system. The active power of node 4 increases monotonically. A
time series of voltage measurement on a P-V curve simulated by CPFLOW are
input successively, every measured point on this P-V curve yields a point in this
figure. Black, dark blue and green points denote 87.5%-100%, 75%-87.5%, 50%-75%
distance from the initial operating point to VCP, respectively.
(3) Number of neural units of encoder: 100, 100, 4 (four parameters of the ex-
pected probability distribution).
(4) Number of neural units of decoder: 100, 100, 10 (size of the output vector).
(5) Activation function: Relu. Except the activation function of variance output
unit inmiddle layer is softplus.
(6) Gradientdescentmethod:Adam.
(7) Learning rate: 0.0001.
The initialization of network parameters is stochastic samplings from standard
Gaussian distribution (0, 1). After adequate offline training, VAEmodel is applied
to online monitor voltage stability. To thoroughly yet simply show the characteris-
tics of ourmethod, we choose a simplex load increment model that one active load
increasesmonotonically, but draw the full P-V curve in the tutorial case.
The latent feature z of every point on an entire P-V curve is shown in Fig. 5(a),
in which different colour denotes different risk level. Black, dark blue and green
points denote 87.5%-100%, 75%-87.5%, 50%-75%distance from the initial operat-
ing point to VCP, respectively, while yellow points denote operating points below
VCP. The feature z is a 2-value vector according to the experience. It is clear that
features shown inFig. 5(a) are a stochastic sequence instead of deterministic values
because they are samplings from (µ(z), σ2(z)). Then we spontaneously consider
to sample them after variance reduction. We introduce a temperature parameter ϕ
tomodify the levelof randomness:
σˆi
2 = σ2ϕ (12)
where ϕ is set between 0 and 1, and σ2 is the variance of the ith feature zi. We use
zˆ to denote the samples after variance reduction, i.e., zˆ ∼ N (µ(z), σˆ2(z)). The σˆi2
will become the average of zi if ϕ is equal to zero. Fig. 5(b) shows the average of
our feature [E(z1),E(z2)].
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(a) Crucial node: 4 (b) Crucial node: 5
(c) Crucial node: 13
Figure 6: Comparison between our index and P-V curve. Green line is the curve of
ourindex,redlineistherealP-Vcurve. Everysubfigurechoosesasinglecrucialnode
whose active power increases until the whole P-V curve is traced. To make them
comparable, the featuresare linear transformedbymultiplyingcoefficientvectorβ.
One of the most effective aspect of our approach is that the variation of our
indicator [zˆ1, zˆ2] has nearly the same shape as a P-V curve. The first extracted fea-
ture zˆ1 can approximate the loading parameter λ, while feature zˆ2 reflects to voltage
magnitudes. In other words, by analyzing the solution (Voltage) of CPFLOW, we
canapproximatearepresentationofthe input(loaddemand),whichagreeswithour
analysis above. This can be explained by that our VAEaims to find themost crucial
latent variables of data. For voltage stability problem, the loading parameter λ is
themostcrucialvariable,whichdominatesthechangedirectionoftheentiresystem.
And theoverall degree of voltage is another crucial featurewhich represents theop-
erating status. What should be noticed is that the second feature represents the
overall voltage amplitude of the whole system, rather than the voltage magnitude
of a certain node, since a simple load increase tends to cause decrease of multiple
nodal voltagemagnitudes. Forexample, in this case, the increase of active power of
node 4 causes decrease of voltage of node 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. Even though
only voltage data is analyzed, our method is capable of approximating the loading
increment trends,becauseof thepowerfulabilityofprobabilistic featurelearning.
3.2. Comparison with Real P-V curve
In this subsection, we compare our obtained curve with the real P-V curve.To
achieve the comparison, a least square method is used to transform our feature [zˆ1, zˆ2]
to the real P-V curve. For a feature point zˆ = [zˆ1, zˆ2], we denote a time series of
features by Zi = [zˆ(1), zˆ(2)....zˆ(T )] ∈ RT×2. And a series of loading factors and voltage
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magnitudes are denoted by a matrix Ci = [λ(1), λ(2)...λ(T ); v(1), v(2), ..., v(T )] RT ×2.
Thenmultiple time series of features and P-V curves are gathered to form amatrix
respectively: Z = [Z1, Z2, ..., Zn] RN T ×2 and C = [C1, C2, ..., Cn] RN T ×2, where
N is the number of time series. Then the least square problem is:
β = argmin||β Z − C||2 (13)
where β is the coefficient. The solution of this problem is:
β = (ZT Z)−1ZTC (14)
The comparison between βTZn and Cn is shown in Fig. 6. Each subfigure is drawn
with a crucial load increasing. The crucial node of Fig. 6(a), Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c)
are node 4, 5 and 13, respectively. The comparison results suggest that our feature
approximates P-V curve well. Therefore, our feature automatically extracted from
PMU data is effective to assess voltage stability. And the greatest advantage is
that our feature is similar to P-V curve since P-V curve is the most straightforward
expressionof the relationshipbetweenpowerandvoltages, bywhichwecanacquire
the load level clearly of an operating state. And certainly, there is inevitableerror
between features and the real P-V curve due to the random samplings, measuring
noise and incomplete information.
Algorithm 1 Offline Training Process of Proposed Approach
1: Build the VAE network as shown in Fig. 3 and determine hyper parameters by
experience;
2: Randomly assign the weight matrixW and bias b by sampling from standard
Gaussiandistribution (0,1);
3:While not converge do
1. Randomlyselect agroupof segmentsofP-Vcurves fromtrainingdataset;
2. Use elbo-oriented loss function (9) and Adam algorithm to update all the
weights and bias;
4: EndWhile
Algorithm 2 Online Operation of Proposed Approach
1: Collect truncated real-time voltagemeasurementsVin fromPMU;
2: Input Vin into VAEmodels which have been fine-trained offline;
3: Collect the probability distribution of latent featurez;
4:Reduce the variance of feature z by function (12);
5: Sample feature zˆ from the distribution after variance reduction;
6: Apply pre-trained least square model to linear transform feature zˆ to βTzˆ ,and
use it to monitor voltage stability;
3.3. Training
Before the real-time operation, our VAEnetwork needs be properly trained of-
fline. That is, we utilize historical or simulative measurement data to update the
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(a) visualizationof SLI (b) visualization ofDLI
Figure 7: Visualization of our estimation with different load increment models of
the tutorial example. (a) is the results in the condition of single load increment
model that every line denotes the increment of active power of one PQ node. (b)
is the results of double load incrementmodel and every line denotes the increment
of active power of arbitrary two PQ nodes in IEEE 14-bus system. The x-axis and
y-axis are zˆ1 and zˆ2.
parameters involved in VAE offline, afterwards the fine-trained VAEnetwork can
be applied online. The procedures of offline training and online operation are out-
lined in Algorithm. 1 and Algorithm. 2 respectively. Notice that the offline training
spends a lot of time but the online operation is computationally efficient.
In this tutorial example, the training set of our VAEbased method is random-
ly generated. We randomly select 1 to 3 nodes, of which active power or reactive
power simultaneously increases until a whole P-V curve is obtained. By repeated
simulation, we obtain 40 complete P-V curves to compose the training set. Since
ourVAEnetwork is dedicated tounderstand the insightful operatingmechanismof
a power system instead of the load increment model, after training, our network is
capable of extracting themost representative featuresnomatterhow loadgrows.
To compare the performance between different load growth models, we visualize
the featuresof all single load increment (SLI)models and all double load increment
(DLI)models in IEEE 14-bus system. As shown in Fig. 7(a), every curve of features
corresponds to the case a single injective active power increases alone. While in
Fig. 7(b), every curve of features is that arbitrary double injective active power in-
creases simultaneously. For comparison, every feature point in these curves is drawn
by the same changing step of the loading factor.
With the system changing, the procedure of our method is consistent but we
need modify the hyper parameters determined manually before training. Main rules
of adjusting hyper parameters are roughly listed as follows: (1)With the increase of
system scale (namely, the input voltage vector enlarging), VAEneeds more neural
layers and more neural units in each layer. (2) With the increase of system scale
and complexity, the learning rate of offline training should be turnedup, since larg-
er scale and complexity make the parameters updating of VAEbecome slower and
more difficult. Thus larger learning rate is more prone to converge efficiently. (3)
With the increase of system scale, the offline data pool for training is required to be
enlarged, because a larger system needs more data to make the proposed method
thoroughlyunderstand thevoltage stabilitymechanismof it.
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3.4. More Discussions and Comparison
The voltage data collected fromPMUmust contain sufficient information of the
load level and changing trends, and certainly containsmultiple noise. Bymodeling
latent features in aprobability function, ourmethodcan effectively reducenoise in-
terference and find more generalized features, because the optimization w.r.t. prob-
abilistic features shares the similar effects with adding regularization in loss function
[34]. Besides, the final outputsarealsomodeled inaGaussianorBernoullidistribu-
tion, that is, VAEpays more attention in general representation of the entiredata
set rather than purely pursuing the smallest loss function. Therefore, compared
with other deterministic feature learning methods including autoencoder, sparse au-
toencoder (SAE) and deep belief network (DBN), features of our method are more
representative. As shown in Fig. 8, the features extracted from autoencoder, SAE
andDBF can not clearly show the characteristics of different operation states.
(a) Autoencoder (b) SAE
(c) RBF
Figure8:Featurevisualizationofotherdeterministicfeaturelearningmethods. The
explicit parameters of simulations are the same as Fig. 5.
As discussed so far, the differentiation of ourmethod from other works both in
model-based and data-based way can be listed as follows. With respect to most of
approaches based on learning algorithms [9, 10, 14, 35]: (1) The proposedmethod
produces indices in an unsupervisedway. This freeness of supervision circumvents
themanual labelling which consumesmassive computational resources and intro-
ducesuncertainties. (2)Our features formonitoringshowthechangingprofileboth
of voltage magnitudes and load demand even if only real-time voltage phasor data
is processed. This property is attributed to that the VAE involved is not simply fea-
ture extractionbut also an approximated inference of the causal relationship inside
data. (3)Ourmethodmodels theprobability distributionof features and inputting
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Table 1: Load changing set: Active
power (MW) of node 9.
Time Active Power
1-500 121
501-700 121+(t-500)
701-900 321
901-1200 321-(t-900)
1201-1500 121
data instead ofmodelling features directly. This probabilisticmodellingmakes our
method less affected by random measurement noise and easier to be generalized
[36]. Besides, compared withmodel-basedmethods [2, 3, 4, 5, 11], the differentia-
tion is evidently the avoidance of complex systemmodelling, which averts the error
accumulation of multiple simplifications and estimations of parameters.
4. Case Studies
In this section, the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed model are validated
explicitly via simulations in IEEE 57-bus, 118-bus and European 1354-bus high
voltage transmissionnetwork1. The first three cases show theperformance for real-
time monitoring of voltage stability with different operating status. Besides, the
accuracy of VCP estimation is also tested in the last case. The simulation of dataset
is operated byMATPOWER6.0 (runcpf.m and runpf.m), while the VAEalgorithm
is conducted by Tensorflow package [37] in Python. The reporting rate of PMU is
presumed to be 50Hz, and other settings of PMU follow C37.118 − 1 standard.
4.1. Case in IEEE 57-bus system
This case shows the performance of ourmethod when load demand changes in
various ways. The synthetic data was sampled from the simulation of IEEE 57-
bus system. In this case, gradual changes and sudden changes of load demand
are simulated. The explicit load changes are shown in Tab. 1. And a little white
noisewasadded to represent random fluctuations. ThePMUplacement involved is
based on the weighted least square method proposed in [38]. This weightedleast
squaremethodseeksaplacementthatdeploys theminimumnumberofPMUswhile
ensuring the observability. And we then added some PMUs in other nodes with
relatively more connection to maintain certain redundancy. The nodes with PMU
installed are 1, 2, 6, 10, 12, 19 ,22, 24, 25, 27, 32, 36, 38, 41, 45, 46, 48, 49, 52, 55,
57. Thedetailedstructureandhyper-parametersare listedas follows:
(1) Length offeatures: 2.
(2) Layersof encoder anddecoder: 3.
(3) Numberofneuralunitsofencoder: 300,300,4.
1The explicit parameters of IEEE model refer to the embedded scripts in Mat-
power 6.0 (including case14.m, case57.m, case118.m, case1354pegase.m) or
website: ”https://icseg.iti.illinois.edu/power-cases/”.
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Figure 9: Features in IEEE 57-bus case.
(4) Numberofneuralunitsofdecoder: 300,300,42.
(5) Activation function: Relu. Except theactivation functionof variance output
unit inmiddle layer is softplus.
(6) Gradientdescentmethod:Adam.
(7) Learning rate: 0.0001.
(8) Temperature parameter: 0.05.
The training set, containing voltage data of 50 full P-V curves, is also generated
randomly. Each P-V curve is obtained by randomly selecting 1 to 5 nodes, of which
active power or reactive power simultaneously increase, as same as the tutorial
example.
As shown in Fig. 9, during ts = 1 500, there is only little fluctuations in
our two features since the load level remains constant and random samplings play
a dominant role. During ts = 501 ∼ 700, the active power of node 9 linearly
increases from 121 MW to 321 MW, leading to that our first feature zˆ1 increases
from −0.0276 to 0.4552 and the second feature zˆ2 decreases from 0.0526 to −0.1632
gradually. Recalling our analysis in above, the first feature zˆ1 can represent the
loading factor in a similar way, and another feature zˆ2 is capable of reflecting the
overall voltage level. So the results are in line with our analysis of two features.
During ts = 701 ∼ 900, the active power of node 9 remains 321 MW, so the
features only haveminor fluctuation due tomeasurement noise. During ts =901∼
1200, contrary to ts = 501∼ 700, load demand decreases gradually from 321 MW
to 21 MW, which results in decrease of zˆ1 and increase of zˆ2. Furthermore, zˆ1 at
ts = 1200 is lower than the initial value, while zˆ2 at ts = 1200 is greater, according
with the fact that the load level at ts = 1200 (21 MW) is lower than the initial load
(121 MW).
At ts = 1200, a sudden increase of load demand is set to prove the robustness of
our method for dramatic changes. Active load suddenly increases from 21 MWto
121MW.Andourfeatures, correspondingtoloaddemand, significantlyandrapidly
response, including the first feature zˆ1 increasing from −0.4572 to −0.0268, at the
same time zˆ2 changing from 0.1130 to −0.1605.
During ts = 1201 1500, the load level returns to the beginning value. Our
features revert back to the initial valuesat the same time, showing that ourmethod
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Table2: Loadchanging set: Activepower (MW)
of node 11, 14.
Time Node 11 Node 14
1-500 70 10
501-800 70+(t-500) 10
801-900 70+(t-500) 10+(t-800)
901-1500 470 110
Figure 10: Features in IEEE 118-bus case.
is independent of time steps and historical data.
4.2. Case in IEEE 118-bus system
This case proves the effectiveness of our method when multiple load changes
simultaneously in IEEE 118-bus system. The detailed settings of load change are
shown in Tab. 2. Similarly, the PMU placement is based on the weighted least
square with adding some PMUs to ensure certain redundancy. The nodes with P-
MU installed are 2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 17, 21, 24, 25, 28, 34, 37, 40, 45, 49, 52, 54, 56,
62, 63, 66, 68, 73, 75, 77, 80, 82, 85, 86, 89, 90, 94, 101, 105, 107, 110, 114. Hence
thereare 78valuesina samplevectorconsistingof39nodal voltagemagnitudes and
39 nodal voltage angles. Meanwhile, the detailed parameters of our VAEnetwork
are listedasfollows:
(1) Length offeatures: 2.
(2) Layersof encoder anddecoder: 4.
(3) Numberofneuralunitsofencoder: 200,650,650,4.
(4) Numberofneuralunitsofdecoder: 650,650,200,78.
(5) Activation function: Relu. Except theactivation functionof variance output
unit inmiddle layer is softplus.
(6) Gradientdescentmethod:Adam.
(7) Learning rate:0.0002.
(8) Temperature parameter: 0.05.
The training set, containing voltage data of 80 entire P-V curves, is also gener-
ated randomly, as same as the tutorial example and case 1.
reactive limit
reactive limit
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Table 3: Abnormal Change of nodal active power. PN is the
normal active power of node N . During ts = 801 850, 30
nodes are randomly selected for sudden change.
Time Changing Node
1-400 No change /
401-700 (1+(t-400)/1200)PN All
701-800 1.25PN All
801-850 1.28PN 30 Nodes
851-1000 1.28PN All
1001-1500 (1.28-(t-1000)/1500)PN All
As shown in Fig. 9, during ts = 1∼ 500, there are only little fluctuations in our
two features because of the same reason. During ts = 501∼ 800, the active power
of node 11 increases solely from 70 MW to 370 MW. And at ts = 669, generator
on node8 reaches its reactive limit, so that the increasing or decreasing rate of two
features changes, demonstrating that our features is sensitive to the reactive limit.
During ts = 801 900, activepowerofnode 14also increases simultaneously,
causing a more rapid change of our two features. The more rapid theoverall load
demand changes, the quicker our features change, showing that our features are
sensitive to the rate of load change.
In summary, through these cases and the tutorial example, our method is sen-
sitive to load demand, voltage level, changing rate of load demand, reactive power
limit, and is independent to time steps and historical data.
4.3. Case in European 1354-bus High Voltage Transmission Network
This case provides the results of our method in a larger system with a more
realistic operation situation. The European high voltage transmission network is
employed,which contains 1354buses, 260generators and 1991branches [39]. Dif-
ferent fromthecases exhibitedabove, this case involvessimultaneouschangesof all
load in either continuousor occasionalway. Thedetailed settingsof loadchange are
shown in Tab. 3. Similarly based on the weight least square method, 478 PMUs at
total are placed. The explicit hyper parameters of ourmethod are as follows:
(1) Length offeatures: 2.
(2) Layersof encoder anddecoder: 5.
(3) Numberofneuralunitsofencoder: 1500, 1500,1100,700,300,2.
(4) Numberofneuralunitsofdecoder: 300,700,1100,1500,1500,956.
(5) Activation function: Relu. Except the activation function of variance output
unit inmiddle layer is softplus.
(6) Gradientdescentmethod:Adam.
(7) Learning rate:0.0004.
(8) Temperature parameter: 0.05.
As shown as Fig. 11, the first change occurs at ts = 400 and all active load begins
to increase at the same rate (2.5% per second). This simultaneous and monotonic
increment leads to that feature zˆ1 increases from -0.2332 to 0.3289 and zˆ2 decreases
from 0.20879 to -0.082, amenable to the theoretical analysis of our approach. At
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Figure11: Features inEuropean1354-bushighvoltage trans-
missionnetwork.
Table 4: Operation Speed.
System Input size time(ms)
IEEE 14-bus 10 0.0020
IEEE 57-bus 42 0.0062
IEEE 118-bus 78 0.0129
European 1354-bus 956 0.0265
ts=800, an occasional increment of randomly selected 30 load happens. However,
this sudden ascent fails to cause a large change of features, since the amplitude of
load increment isnot largesufficiently.
At ts = 850, all load rises suddenly to the level of 1.28PN , where PN is the normal
levelofactivepoweratnodeN (normallevelsarereferredtoscriptcase1354pegase.m
in Matpower 6.0 or [39]). Accordingly, feature zˆ1 ascends and feature zˆ2 descends,
illustrating that our approach can also adapt to large systems with simultaneous
and sudden load increment. During ts = 1000 1500, all load drops simultaneously
andgradually, resulting incorrespondingdescentor increaseof the twofeatures.
Nonetheless, compared with the two cases above in relatively small systems,
there aremore irregular small bumps in the changing curve, especially in theperiod
when loadcontinuously increasesordecreases.Hencewiththesystemscalebecom-
ing large, our method may beslightly subjected to complex physical relationship,
causing little local disturbances that reduce the effectiveness of ourmethod. How-
ever, the overall performance of our method to monitor voltage stability is still of
the quality.
4.4. Operation Speed
Since the proposed method is intended to be used in real-time, computational
time forprovidingVCPtooperators is needed tobe discussed. Welist the operating
time for online calculation in different systems, as shown in Tab. 4. The operation
is on the Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 (8G) GPU. From Tab. 4, the online operating
time is veryacceptable afterproper offline training.
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(a) IEEE 14-bus, SLI (b) IEEE 14-bus, DLI
(c) IEEE 57-bus, SLI (d) IEEE 57-bus, DLI
(e) IEEE 118-bus, SLI (f) IEEE 118-bus, DLI
Figure 12: The accuracy of VAE. X-aixs and Y-axis denote the real VCP and
estimated VCP separately. Blue line is y = x. Six figures demonstrate the results
of simulations of different power systems and load increment models.
4.5. Case of VCP Estimation
A very important point for an indicator to assess or monitor voltage stability is
that whether it can clearly reveal VCP. In this case, the accuracy of the proposed
index to indicate VCP is tested. In order to compare our approach in different load
incrementmodels,wealso simulate single load increment (SLI) anddouble load in-
crement (DLI) cases on all active power load. For simplicity, PMU in IEEE 14-bus,
57-bus and 118-bus system is deployed by the same layout as the above cases.
In this paper, we use mean absolute percent error (MAPE) to measure the pre-
diction error, whose definition is:
1
M AP E =
m
m
pre,i real,i
λreal,i
(15)
i=1
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where λpre,i and λreal,i denote the estimated VCP and the real VCP in the ith
experiment, m is the number of experiments.
To show detailed estimation results, we draw Fig. 12, in which the red crosses
plotted at (λreal, λpre) are expected to approach the blue line y = x. This six
subfigures in Fig. 12 and Tab. 5 demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
The accuracy of DLI situation is better than that of SDI situation, illustrating
that single variable change is amore extremesituation forpowergrids in theviewof
mathematics, as well as more difficult to evaluate voltage stability by the proposed
approach.
Table 5: MAPE of VSM estimation results
MAPE 14-bus 57-bus 118-bus
SLI 0.0341 0.0591 0.0488
DLI 0.0082 0.0338 0.0193
5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel online long-term voltage stability assessment and
monitoring approach based onVAE.Ourmethod conducts high-dimensional anal-
ysis for phasor monitoring voltage data in a probabilistic way. Through analyzing
voltage data, tworepresentative features are obtained to evaluate the load level and
voltage level respectively, and then to monitor voltage stability. A most impor-
tant advantage of our approach is that the changing trends are analogous to the
real P-V curve. Multiple cases demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of our
method. In the future, the explicit mathematical derivations of how to search the
most representative features in an unsupervised learning way will be our main work.
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